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Abstract

A theoretical model for calculating hematocrit as it relates to blood volume loss was used to test the theoretical impact of acute normovolemic hemodilution prior to surgery in a chronically anemic patient. The technique of hemodilution is intended to decrease red blood cell loss that occurs as the result of surgical intervention, however its impact may be decreased in an anemic patient. An equation to find change in hematocrit resulting from blood volume loss was elucidated via integration. This equation was then applied to a theoretical patient with 5 L of blood and a hematocrit of 32 percent which revealed a net decrease in red blood cell loss of 90 mL with the use of hemodilution as compared to without. Such a small decrease in net red blood cell loss may not be sufficient benefit for the financial and time costs that such a procedure would cost.
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**PROBLEM STATEMENT**

Analyze the efficacy of acute normovolemic hemodilution to conserve blood in a chronically anemic patient.

**MOTIVATION**

Any form of surgical intervention carries dangers and risks which medical professionals are constantly attempting to minimize. A particular risk of surgery is blood loss that can occur and the subsequent need for blood transfusions. Clearly blood loss that occurs during surgery can be detrimental; however the use of blood from donors can also carry many risks such as the transfer of illness or unexpected reactions to the foreign blood. In this same vein, certain religious beliefs prevent individuals from being able to receive blood transfusions making surgery an even greater risk to them.

The main concern of blood loss during surgery is a loss of red blood cells leading to ischemic injury to tissues due to a lack of oxygen supply. Volume depletion leading to hypotension is not as great a concern because the liquid blood can be replaced with saline fluids; however saline fluids are obviously not capable of supplying the necessary oxygen to the body. A technique used to prevent red blood cell loss over time during a surgery is acute normovolemic hemodilution. This involves removing some of the blood prior to surgery and replacing it with saline ahead of time. Therefore, the concentration of red blood cells in the blood, known as the hematocrit, will be lower and in turn the amount of red blood cells lost per unit volume of blood will be decreased. This in theory should decrease the overall amount of red blood cells lost once the pre-removed blood is returned to the patient and can reduce the need for exogenous blood transfusions after surgery. A simple mathematical equation has been created to model the effects
of such technique (Brecker and Rosenfeld, 1994). This research aims to apply this model in the setting of a patient with a chronically low hematocrit to see if such a procedure is still feasible. For the purposes of this research the theoretical anemic patient will have a hematocrit of 32 percent and will be assumed to have an average blood volume of 5 liters.

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION AND SOLUTION APPROACH

A model by Bourke and Smith (1975) relates the rate of change of Hct (hematocrit) per $V_L$ (volume loss) to the total hematocrit and EBV (estimated blood volume).

$$\frac{dHct}{dV_L} = -\frac{Hct}{EBV}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

When integrated (1) from an initial hematocrit to a presumed final hematocrit following surgery formula relating initial and final hematocrits can be obtained as demonstrated below.

1. The reciprocal of both sides of the equation (1) was taken and the integral was made:

$$\int \frac{dV_L}{dHct} = -EBV \int_{Hct_0}^{Hct_F} \frac{1}{Hct}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

2. The equation (2) was integrated in terms of volume loss:

$$V_L = -EBV \ln(Hct)_{Hct_0}^{Hct_F}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

3. The resulting equation of the definite integral (3) was found and the natural logs were simplified:

$$V_L = -EBV \ln \frac{Hct_F}{Hct_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

4. $-EBV$ was divided to the other side (4) and the anti-log was taken of both sides:

$$e^{\left(\frac{-V_L}{EBV}\right)} = \frac{Hct_F}{Hct_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
5. The equation (5) was simplified to equal final hematocrit and from this a simple exponential decay equation is found:

$$Hct_F = Hct_0 \cdot e^{(-\frac{V_L}{EBV})}$$

(6)

Now the proposed scenario is that of an anemic patient (hematocrit of 32 percent) who undergoes a surgery that results in a 1.5 liter loss of blood volume which in turn represents a 480 mL loss of red blood cells (RBCs). Applying this model and (6) for a situation in which hemodilution is not done would result in a final hematocrit of 24 percent as demonstrated below:

$$Hct_F = 0.32 \cdot e^{(-\frac{1.5}{5})} = 0.24$$

Now, for this model, let us assume hemodilution in which 1 liter of blood (equaling 320 mL of RBCs) is drawn prior to surgery and replaced with fluids is performed. The resulting initial hematocrit would be 26 percent:

$$Hct_F = 0.32 \cdot e^{(-\frac{1}{5})} = 0.26$$

The same surgery is performed and once again 1.5 liters of the now diluted blood is lost during the procedure. The resulting hematocrit immediately post-surgery would be 21 percent and the RBC loss would be 390 mL:

$$Hct_F = 0.26 \cdot e^{(-\frac{1.5}{5})} = 0.21$$

The pre-surgical blood drawn for hemodilution would be reintroduced. So the total loss of RBCs when hemodilution is not performed would be 480 mL when compared to 390 mL when it is performed in this anemic patient. This results in a net saving of 90 mL of RBCs.
DISCUSSION

The aim of hemodilution prior to surgical intervention is to reduce total red blood cell loss and decrease the need for blood transfusions following surgery. However, if the benefit of hemodilution is very small, it may not be worth the cost or risk that could be associated with it. In the context of an already anemic patient it may not be worth the risk of depleting the already smaller red blood cell count such patients have. In the case of this proposed model, the hypothetical patient only saved a net amount of 90 mL worth of red blood cells. This is a very small amount in the larger context of the 400-500 mL of red blood cells that would be lost in the surgery. Also, since the initial hematocrit is already lower than in an average healthy patient therefore the removed blood is less concentrated so clearly reintroducing less concentrated blood post-surgically is not ideal. Therefore, overall acute normovolemic hemodilution may not be appropriate for chronically anemic patients.

The conclusions of this study rely on many assumptions and also on a simplistic model of hematocrit in relationship to blood volume and blood loss. Data comparing the model to the results of hemodilution that has been performed prior to surgeries of real patients, whether they are healthy or anemic are used. Furthermore, the situation proposed in this paper assumes a set blood loss count and does not take into account the possibility of larger amounts of blood loss or for varying amounts of initial blood volume of patients.
Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Unit for measuring volume</td>
<td>Liter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mL</td>
<td>1/1,000 L</td>
<td>Milliliter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_L$</td>
<td>Volume loss</td>
<td>L, mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBV</td>
<td>Estimated Blood Volume</td>
<td>L, mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{ct}$</td>
<td>Hematocrit: the ratio of the volume of red blood cells to the total volume of blood</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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